
Iñupiaq and Greenlandic analysers online
Both the Iñupiaq and Greenlandic analysers are available online, both for 
analysis and source code download.

Kukkuniiaat, the Greenlandic spellchecker
Giellatekno and Oqaasilerifik 
have made a spellchecker for 
Greenlandic, based upon a
morphological transducer, inte-
grated in MS Word by Lingsoft.

Language Technology for Inuit Languages: The Nuuk-Tromsø Connection
Beatrine Heilmann, Per Langgård, Aviaq Tobiassen, Trond Trosterud

Greenlandic
The Greenlandic transducers consists of serial finite-state rewrite 
rules for morphonology, and finite-state transducers for morphology 
and lexicon.

http://oqaasileriffik.gl ~ http://giellatekno.uit.no/kal.html ~ http://giellatekno.uit.no/ipk.html  

Syntactic analysis
Disambiguation, syntactic functions and dependency relations are 
done using the CG3 formalism and the vislcg3 constraint grammar 
compiler, http://visl.sdu.dk.

Future possibilities
Machine translation from Greenlandic to Inuktitut and Iñupiaq,
intelligent dictionaries, synthetic speech...

Converting Kleinschmidt to modern spelling
oĸausîsalo ilait pâsisimalâlerêrsimagavkit oĸautsíka 
paitsôrpatdlârĸunagit sapíngisavnik tasamanimiut pâsisi-
naussait atorsínaussáka sule amigaraluaĸissut ilâtigut
oĸauseralugit ima oĸalugpunga

    ⇓
oqaasiisalu ilaat paasisimalaalereersimagakkit oqaatsikka 
paatsoorpallaaqqunagit sapinngisannik tasamanimiut 
paasisinaasaat atorsinnaasakka suli amigaraluaqisut ilaatigut 
oqaaseralugit ima oqaluppunga

Converting Greenlandic spelling to IPA
Syllabic weight (1, 2, 3) follows Kleinschmidts law. High tone 
is marked with *.

Kaffimik aallerpoq "s/he fetched coffee" => 
¹kaf.fi.mik a*ːł.¹łɛp.¹pɔq

Sunaaffa anereersut "it turned out they had left" =>
su.³naːf.fa a.nɛ.³ʁɛːs.¹sut

Kangeq Nuup kitaaniippoq.
('Kangeq is west of Nuuk.')

erneq+N+Rel+Sg
ernerup

FST gives all possible mor-
phological analyses.

Disambiguator picks the rel-
evant analyses and adds 
grammatical functions.

Dependency gives the tree 
structure.

define cliticAassim 
[ i -> a || a _ %CLIT ] ;
asavai+LI -> asavaali

define fricativeassim 
[ q -> r || Vow _ 
[ %> Segment | %CLIT ] ] ;

Practical applications
The transducers form the backbone of several practical applications.

Problem:
1. Verbs are intransitive or transitive.

2. Most derivational affixes are 
common to both stem types.

3. Intransitive and transitive verbs have 
different inflectional affixes.

4. The transducer should remember 
stem type, in order to avoid duplicating 
the derivational component.

Solution:
a. Stems are first flagged according to 
transitivity and stem type, IV and TV.

b. They get derivation and mood 
markers according to stem type.

c. They then get personal endings and 
clitics, where endings are marked with 
transitivity flags.

e. Finally they pass through a filter that 
stops flag mismatches.

Flag diacritics in the morphological analysis of Iñupiaq

The current state of the transducers
The Greenlandic transducer contains 85.000 lexical entries and 
160.000 states. Tested on a corpus of 270.000 words of running texts, 
it recognizes 81% of the wordforms.
The Iñupiaq transducer is still in an experimental state, it contains 
1990 lexical entries and 2911 states.

asavai %CLIT li
asavaali


